SECRET

Department of State

TELEGRAM

6234Q  24 AUG 72
RECVD:  1:56AM

0 240528Z AUG 72
FM AMBASSADY SAIGON
TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 1926
INFO RUFNPS/USDEL FRANCE IMMEDIATE CS

SECRET SAIGON 12A4A

NODIS/PARIS MEETINGS

SUBJ: PLANS FOR 15GTH PLENARY

REF: SAIGON 12415

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS NOW TELLS US LAM HAS DEFINITELY BEEN INSTRUCTED TO RAISE GVN OFFER OF NVA PW RELEASE AT 15GTH PLENARY IN ORDER TO OBLIGE DRV TO MAKE A RESPONSE.

GDS BUNKER

BT 66234
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SECRET

Department of State

TELEGRAM

0 230906Z AUG 72
FM AMBASSAD O SAIGON
TO RUEHCR SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 1534
INFO RUEHCR USDEL FRANCE IMMEDIATE G0
DT
SECRET SAIGON 12415

CODIS/PARIS MEETINGS

S U B J : PLANS FOR 156TH PLENARY SESSION, AUG. 24, 1972

R E F : (A) USDEL 15706; (B) STATE 158629; (C) SAIGON 15372

COU CONCOURS REF A. POLITICAL DIRECTOR MY ALSO TOLD US THAT,
ALTHOUGH NO INSTRUCTIONS TO THAT EFFECT HAD BEEN SENT, LAM
MIGHT USE ITEM ON OFFER OF GVN PM RELEASE (REF C), AS
TEXT OF GVN COMMUNIQUE ON SUBJECT HAD BEEN CABLED TO HIM.

CDS BUNKER

DT 63872
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